
 

MidMO-Woodturners Meeting Minutes Sunday May 16, 2010 

10 members were present. 

Tom Stauder reported that we had $865 in our treasury. 

Steve Massman reported that Mid-Missouri Woodworkers – our parent organization – was having our Spring Picnic at 
Stephen’s Lake Park on Saturday May 22, 2010 from 11AM on.  He also reported that the video of last month’s 
demonstrator Matt Keim is in the library and requested additional suggestions for videos and books that the club should 
buy.  He suggested looking at http://www.yoyospin.com/video/ for free pen-turning videos, Arizona Silhouette 
http://www.arizonasilhouette.com for pen turning supplies.   

Ernest Hilderbrand described his efforts to find a place for the Alan Lacer demo in the September.  He is in touch with the 
Career Center in Columbia and also determining whether the AAW insurance is sufficient.  June 10 is the date for the next 
informal turning session at his house.   

David Endres of St. Louis demonstrated making turned kitchen utensils and this was video recorded for the club.  This 
included ladles, spoons and stirring utensils.  He used a lathe mounted inflatable sanding drum (Dynabrade, Inc., P/N 
94427) to shape the utensils and it is available from Missouri Tool, Fenton, MO – 636-343-4545, ask for Neil.  The 
sanding belts were from GM Abrasives.   

David Endres also made a small scoop, which required an initial turning of the handle and the spherical shape of the scoop 
between centers and a second turning of the scoop cavity by re-chucking the sphere in a jam-chuck at 90 degrees to the 
initial axis.  This was a bit tricky and careful fitting of the jam-chuck to the work piece is necessary.  The turning of the 
sphere was aided by using a ring cut off the end of a pipe to test for roundness and high spots.  He also had some tools, 
that uses like the double-ended Oneway bowl gouge and the Berger tool handle.  He also used a custom made two-ended 
small scraping tool.  He did not seem to have a web site that showed these.  He said there are plans on the AAW web site 
for an Ornamental Lathe made of MDF.  

Our Club Challenge will be to make a scoop inspired by this demonstration. 

There we six pieces brought in based on last month’s Club Challenge – a thin walled winged vessel.  Members present 
voted on the efforts and Tom Stauder’s platter won first place and Steve Alexander won second place.  Pictures of all the 
pieces are on the club web site along with pictures of David Endres’s demonstration 
(http://midmowoodturners.missouri.org/?p=307). 

There was some nice show-and-tell (see club website) and Steve Massman brought in a Pyramid Point Tool that he made 
for doing fine detail grooves (http://www.davidreedsmith.com/Articles/PyramidPointTool/PyramidPointTool.htm).   

The door prize was of Spectraply blocks donated to the club by Laminates Afield https://www.laminatesafield.com/, and 
the raffle was for wood brought in by club members and the extra demo pieces for kitchen utensils brought by David 
Endres.   

Next month’s meeting is the June 20th at Tom Stauder’s home and with Tom Stauder giving a demonstration on his 
techniques on making a bowl from a board.   


